Radiomics on multi-modalities MR sequences can subtype patients with non-metastatic nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) into distinct survival subgroups.
To explore and evaluate the feasibility of radiomics in stratifying nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) into distinct survival subgroups through multi-modalities MRI. A total of 658 patients (training cohort: 424; validation cohort: 234) with non-metastatic NPC were enrolled in the retrospective analysis. Each slice was considered as a sample and 4863 radiomics features on the tumor region were extracted from T1-weighted, T2-weighted, and contrast-enhanced T1-weighted MRI. Consensus clustering and manual aggregation were performed on the training cohort to generate a baseline model and classification reference used to train a support vector machine classifier. The risk of each patient was defined as the maximum risk among the slices. Each patient in the validation cohort was assigned to the risk model using the trained classifier. Harrell's concordance index (C-index) was used to measure the prognosis performance, and differences between subgroups were compared using the log-rank test. The training cohort was clustered into four groups with distinct survival patterns. Each patient was assigned to one of the four groups according to the estimated risk. Our method gave a performance (C-index = 0.827, p < .004 and C-index = 0.814, p < .002) better than the T-stage (C-index = 0.815, p = .002 and C-index = 0.803, p = .024), competitive to and more stable than the TNM staging system (C-index = 0.842, p = .003 and C-index = 0.765, p = .050) in the training cohort and the validation cohort. Through investigating a large one-institutional cohort, the quantitative multi-modalities MRI image phenotypes reveal distinct survival subtypes. • Radiomics phenotype of MRI revealed the subtype of nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) patients with distinct survival patterns. • The slice-wise analysis method on MRI helps to stratify patients and provides superior prognostic performance over the TNM staging method. • Risk estimation using the highest risk among slices performed better than using the majority risk in prognosis.